From the Mountains to the Coast

New Spring Art Releases

30” x 40”  
Riverbend  $250
This bird’s eye view is a marvelous way to appreciate this spectacular vista.

39” x 31”  
Enchanted Respite  $150
The glory of spring shines the brightest in the Piedmont of North Carolina.

21” x 40”  
Wit’s End  $200
What an extraordinary perspective of “Old Baldy” from this coastal getaway.

Dining Groups

Area Rugs

S A M P L E  S A L E

A P R I L  2 2 - M A Y  7

Exceptional Values, up to 40% off on Beautiful Furniture and Home Accessories

Sofa Tables, Island Servers, Media Units, Upholstery and much more!

www.williammangum.com  (336) 379-9200

Look forward to seeing you in the gallery.

Bill
North Carolina’s rivers are Mother Nature’s natural conduit connecting our majestic Blue Ridge Mountains to the Crystal Coast. No two rivers are alike, but they share an inherently beautiful feature, Riverbanks. Bill has drawn inspiration from them in creating the newest addition to his home collection - celebrating their beauty with Riverbank.

My greatest privilege is capturing the beauty of our storied state and celebrating it with original paintings. These are some of my newest creations. Stop by the gallery and you might just find one you can’t live without.

–WM

Riverbank
Artist Inspired Home Collection

North Carolina’s rivers are Mother Nature’s natural conduit connecting our majestic Blue Ridge Mountains to the Crystal Coast. No two rivers are alike, but they share an inherently beautiful feature, Riverbanks. Bill has drawn inspiration from them in creating the newest addition to his home collection - celebrating their beauty with Riverbank.

–WM
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